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ARE YOU STRUGGLING AFTER SEPARATION &
LOOKING FOR PURPOSE & HAPPINESS?
What if I told you that can use your emotions and feelings about your
relationship breakdown and the end of relationships that were important to
you as a powerful ‘life reset’ that will lead to you living a happier life?
Sounds too good to be true doesn't it?
You can live a life of greater happiness by committing to setting powerful,
heart led goals and prioritising getting into inspired action and holding
yourself accountable, without judgment, to meeting your goals.

Do you crave happiness but secretly sit in pain?

As a heart led individual, it can be especially challenging to find yourself
separated and in pain especially if you spend your time holding space for
others to live their best lives and supporting them to reach their highest
potential whilst not living the life that you desire.
This e-book is for you if you want to use the pain of separation as an
opportunity for growth where separation is viewed as a powerful life reset
leading to happiness.

Rebecca McGowan
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THE SEPARATION COACH
TRANSFORMATION PLAN
This is the

Secret
to transformation and living a purposeful and happy life.

It is as simple as two tools practiced

Step 1:

daily:

Follow the 4 Steps to Happiness Tool morning and

evening; and
Step 2:

Follow the Wellbeing Week Tool each day of the

week.
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TOOL 1 : TO INCREASING YOUR
WELLBEING & HAPPINESS

The Wellbeing Week Tool
Each day of the week is an opportunity for you to set your intentions and
implement strategies with one particular strategy at the forefront of your thoughts,
words and actions each day. It is so easy to increase your general wellbeing
quickly when you pay attention to different areas of wellbeing practice each day.

MONDAY: Start your week off by manifesting what you
want this week. Be careful of your thoughts, words and
actions because you create your own reality. Set your
tone for this week to be positive, abundant in all things
positive or whatever you want. You will actively look for
what you manifest. The more you practice and learn
how to manifest, the more you will see what you are
attracting.

TUESDAY: Transformation begins today. What is your
heart calling for? Lead with your heart today. Find
yourself a transformation meditation, write yourself
some love notes, think about what strategies you can
implement to support you during your transformation.

WEDNESDAY: You are so, so worthy.
Repeating mantras and affirmations today that remind
you of your worthiness. Tell yourself why you are worthy
and what you are worthy of receiving and call that into
your life. Post it notes everywhere! Stand in front of the
mirror and tell yourself out loud how worthy of your
happiness and dreams you are.

THURSDAY: You know how to be thoughtful to others. This is your day to be thoughtful to yourself. Buy or pick yourself
some flowers. Give yourself compliments today.

FRIDAY: Forgiveness of self and others is an amazing day to round out the week.
It's time to let go of those times you fell short or didn't meet the expectations that you set for yourself. Let it all go and be
present today. Focus on one person who has disappointed you or caused deep hurt and commit to releasing your energy
and feelings around that person. Forgiveness Friday allows you to welcome a weekend of increased self love and care.

SATURDAY: Self care is so important.
Prioritise time for rest, relaxation and conscious 'go slow' time.
Schedule time for mindful exercise; indulge in a treat; go to a place that lights your heart on fire; be kind to yourself today;
set up a friend date or spend time with people or in activity that you enjoy.

SUNDAY: Today is your day to reset and prepare for the coming week. Spending time showing yourself self compassion
will set your week up for success and allow you to be heart led.
Spend time speaking kindly to yourself; doing something you love; think about your judgments and assumptions and shift
your mindset around your thoughts.
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Daily Mindfulness
A different mindset theme for each day of the week

Monday
MINDFULNESS

Tuesday
TRANSFORMATION

Sunday

SELF
COMPASSION

Wednesday
WORTHINESS

Saturday
SELF CARE

Friday
FORGIVENESS

Thursday

THOUGHTFULNESS
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TOOL 1: OTHER TOOLS

Positive Affirmations
THE ONLY
OPINION
THAT
MATTERS IS
MINE

I AM
ENOUGH

I AM SO
LOVED
I AM
WORTHY OF MY
OWN LOVE &
SUPPORT

I LOOK TO
NATURE TO
RESET MY
SOUL

I AM
IMPERFECTLY
PERFECT

I AM
BEAUTIFUL

I MIND MY
OWN BUSINESS
TO PRESERVE MY
PEACE

I FORGIVE
MYSELF FOR
NOT MEETING
MY
EXPECTATIONS

I AM ALL
THE LOVE
I NEED

I AM
HONEST
WITH
MYSELF

I AM
WORTHY
OF LOVE
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POSITIVE AFFIRMATIONS

Why you should use Affirmations
Using positive affirmations and mantras increases your self love and belief.
Affirmations are a heart led way to connect with self and increase your self confidence and heal
wounds and insecurities.

Choosing the right Affirmations
Sit with your feelings.
Notice where you need to pay loving attention.
Notice your fears and worries.

How to use your Affirmations
Select challenging affirmations to repeat at least three times each day.
Display your affirmation in various prominent places to prompt you to check in such as your
computer, car, fridge, bathroom mirror, phone wallpaper.

Stand in front of a mirror and smile at yourself.
Take three deep breaths.

I am all the love I need

Say your affirmation to yourself slowly and clearly, focussing on each word in your affirmation.
Notice how you feel. Don't fight feelings of resistence, accept all feelings that come.
Repeat your affirmation a number of times.

Repeat your Affirmations each day for 30 days
before moving to new affirmations.

I can do this
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TOOL 2: TO INCREASING YOUR
WELLBEING & HAPPINESS

4 Steps to Happiness + other tools as needed

You follow the 4 Steps to ... tools each day, morning and evening. Practice
the 4 Steps to Happiness each day and add in other tools when needed.
When

practicing

all

of

the

tools

together

you

will

raise

your

wellbeing

vibration and increase your happiness.
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TOOL 2: 4 STEPS TO HAPPINESS
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4 STEPS TO HAPPINESS
This tool will transform your life
If you do nothing else, practice the 4 Steps to Happiness Tool REGULARLY.
This tool is intended to support you to create powerful shifts and change in your life and increase
your happiness but the catch is, it will only work if you practice it regularly. If you practice this tool
morning and evening, every day, you will create powerful change in as little as 30 days and the
longer you practice it, the more you will go to these important mindset strategies by default. You
will be able to identify what you are in need of and support yourself easily.
So how do you practice this tool?
You start and end your day with deep breathing. Eyes closed, palms facing down for grounding or
up for manifesting and welcoming abundance or on your heart and stomach to support you
internally. Close your eyes, smile and breathe deeply. During your breathing try to let your
thoughts go. Remain present and if you notice your thoughts wondering, without judgment let
them pass and return to your breath.
You might want to do a guided meditation whilst you breathe (this is my morning practice).
Next, set your attitude to gratitude. You literally cannot do wrong if you are always looking for
what you can be grateful for. This takes time to develop but with time, even those not so pleasant
things that occur will be reshaped in your mind as important growth opportunities. No matter
what, you can always look for something to be grateful for.
Next, set your intentions for the day and your mindset. What do you want to manifest? Set it and
call it in. Think positive and with time positive will flow.
Finally, practice regular compassion and forgiveness firstly for yourself and then for others.
Forgiveness, like gratitude, will literally change your life. Forgiveness is always about you and
releasing your negative or toxic energy because you do not need to hold it. Forgive yourself when
you fall short, don't meet your expectations and for your guilt. The deeper the hurt and pain,
particularly when focussing on forgiveness of others, the longer this tool will take. Send that
person love and wish them the highest love and compassion. Turn it over to the Universe, God or
any other belief that you have. True freedom and empowerment comes by letting it go but that
only occurs with regular and consistent practice of forgiveness so be prepared to repeat this tool
many times until you no longer feel anything towards that person.
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TOOL 2: OTHER TOOLS
4 Steps to Gratitude
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INCREASE YOUR GRATITUDE
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Non negotiable morning routine
Before you get out of bed every single morning you need to set your day up
for success. Set your intentions for how you will feel and what is important to
you to achieve.
Start each morning with a breath mediation where you spend between 30
seconds and 4 minutes smiling and deeply breathing.
Set your attitude to gratitude.
Tell yourself in your mind what you can be grateful for in that moment. List
as many things as you can think of: the more you are grateful the faster your
mindset will shift and you will seek out happiness and positivity.
Notice how you feel and set your mindset for whatever you want to attract
that day: happiness; success; love; peace or whatever it is you want that day
to be.
Resist the urge to get out of bed until you have completed your morning
routine; it must be done before you launch into your day.

Non negotiable evening routine
You have been blessed with another day. Before you fall asleep, set your
mindset for a restful and peaceful sleep.
As part of your nourishing evening routine, include a deep breathing and
relaxation meditation routine.
Smile and list what and who you are grateful for during that day. Give thanks
for your day.
Forgive yourself lovely, amazing human. You did your best with the day that
you had using the energy and resources you had available to you. If you
didn't meet your intentions from the morning or you behaved in a way that
didn't align with your authentic self, show yourself some self compassion and
let it go.
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TOOL 2: OTHER TOOLS
4 Steps to Forgiveness
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INCREASE YOUR FORGIVENESS
Why you should forgive

Forgiveness is not about receiving an apology. I

Forgiveness is about you accepting that you deserve to release yourself from tension, pain,
resentment and negative emotions. Releasing and letting go of your feelings about another
person or event through forgiveness creates a powerful mindset shift.
Forgiveness and compassion bring freedom.
To show yourself the highest form of self love, you need to embrace all that comes with
forgiveness. With forgiveness comes true power: the power to take back or create a
space for yourself where you control where your energy goes and you consciously own
your attention and direct it to where you want it to be. You are not the prisoner of your
past and you release yourself from all pain and suffering.
When you embrace and welcome daily forgiveness, you will feel a significant mindset
shift where you do not rely on other people or situations for happiness. You will be
able to let go so much easier and instead of holding a grudge and needing to ventilate
or work through issues, you will identify what really matters and that is your peace, self
love and light, free and clear energy.

How to forgive
Acknowledge your feelings. Your feelings are legitimate and valuable.
Acknowledge the pain, hurt, embarrassment, disappointment and anger. Acknowledge
all of your feels. Sit with these feelings for as long as you need to. Don't judge your
feelings, just let theme come and let yourself work through those feelings (some
forgiveness can happen quickly whilst other forgiveness can take a long time and many
sessions).
Establish boundaries for yourself and know what is a soft and hard boundary. What
can you allow to slide and what is really important that you hold all the time. It is ok to
have different boundaries for different situations and people.
Enforce your boundaries communicating what you will and will not accept and direct
your energy and attention to.
Be consistent. Notice how you feel when you let a boundary slide.
Commit to forgiving and releasing your energy until you feel no tension.
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TOOL 2: Other Tools
4 Steps to Boundary Setting
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ESTABLISH & SET YOUR BOUNDARIES
Why you should set healthy boundaries
Setting and communicating your boundaries is essential for your health and wellbeing.
Boundaries allow us to conserve our emotional energy.
Setting boundaries for yourself and holding yourself gently accountable will increase your
energy and happiness.
It is ok to say no, it is ok not to explain, it is ok to reconsider your position and whether an
event or interaction is right for you.
Setting boundaries with other people is necessary for you to live in peace and thrive. It is ok
to tell another person that you cannot help them, to decline an invitation if it doesn't feel
right, to identify if your feel a negative energy around a person.

Red Flags
The person who emotionally rants;
The person who has no filter or regard for dumping their daily dramas on you;
The oversharer;
The person who dominates and creates one sided conversations;
The person who shares personal information too quickly;
The person who expects you to be on call for their emotional needs;

Suggestions
Be assertive and use 'I' statements and lead with 'I feel'.
'No' is a complete sentence. Learn to use it and be comfortable not explaining why.
Safeguard your spaces and privacy by using locking devices, passwords, out of office auto
replies on emails and do not disturb on phones. Don't answer calls straight away and respond
to an emotional person at a later time when their urgency has passed.
Set times for work, play, family, friends, self and maintain those times.
Always trust your intuition.
Know what is a hard boundary: your non negotiable 'no' versus your soft 'flexible' boundary.
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TOOL 2: Other Tools
4 Steps to Honouring your Authentic Self
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LIVE AUTHENTICALLY
Question yourself and be playful with the responses
How do you show up?
Are you living the way that you want to live?
Your energy shows up immediately and before you even speak. Be conscious
of the energy you bring to a room and ensure that you are showing up as your
beautiful, authentic self.
Embrace change and growth.

Pay attention to your feelings
Notice how you feel when you are around people.
Are there certain people who result in you feeling not quite right? Even if you
don't know the answer, if you feel out of sorts after spending time with a
person, that is a love tap from you to you that it is not good for you to spend
time with that person.
Beware people who are 'energy vampires' and who leave you feeling depleted
or others who make you feel uneasy. If you feel anything other than joy after
interactions, that is your intuition telling you that person is toxic for you.
It is important that you deeply get to know yourself. Learning what feels right
and what doesn't and living in alignment with your values allows you to be
heart led. Always be honest with yourself, you cannot bluff your own heart.
You will suffer if you fail to act in a way that is honest and honours you.

Find your brave
Sit with your feelings and if you cannot find a heart led loving way forward in a
relationship, be brave enough to honour yourself by ending that relationship
or set hard boundaries to protect your energy.
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TOOL 2: Other Tools
4 Steps to Personal Empowerment
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INCREASE YOUR PERSONAL EMPOWERMENT
Question:
If you don't believe in and back yourself, who else will?
Setting inspired, heart led goals and then getting into inspired action
will increase your self confidence and reduce your fears and anxieties
about change. It is in the 'action' of doing that we empower ourselves.
Believe and trust that you can create the life that you want to lead and
that you have all the tools that are necessary to allow you to get you
into inspired action to create powerful momentum.
If you are struggling with self confidence and belief, fake it until you
believe it. Your mind will believe whatever you tell it so you might as
well tell it that you are confident and capable.
Use your resilience and persistence to keep getting into momentum
until you achieve the change that you want for your life.
The more you show up for yourself, the more your personal
empowerment will grow. It is in the doing that your confidence will
soar.

Show up for yourself time and time agan and when you do, do it with love.
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TOOL 2: Other Tools
4 Steps to Shifting your Mindset
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CREATE MINDSET SHIFTS
Re-train your brain
Having a growth mindset allows you to embrace the opportunity for change
and growth, where challenges are seen as opportunities and the focus is on the
journey and the lessons rather than on the reward.
You can retrain your brain in as little as 30 days by having an attitude of
gratitude, an abundant mindset, a heart full of love and being open to
forgiveness.
If you wish to retrain your brain, you can immediately stop doing these things:
- complaining;
- leading with a victim mindset;
- expecting but rather give;
- being busy all the time;
- competing for attention or a place;
- feeling sorry for yourself; and
- living in the past and rehashing painful events.
Mindset shifts occur when you look for positivity. Instead, focus on these
behaviours:
- powerful pauses;
- active listening;
- think before speaking;
- listen to understand rather than respond;
- ask powerful, thought provoking questions;
- give praise and encouragement;
- inviting quiet;
- sitting with your feelings;
- minding your own business; and
- becoming our own best friend.
Regular and consistent daily practice results in mindset shifts where you seek
out happiness and avoid drama and issues.
You will attract the energy that you put out.
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BONUS TOOLS

4 Steps to Increasing your Self Love

I forgive myself for not meeting my
expectations; my best is always enough
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INCREASE YOUR SELF LOVE
Become self aware, increase your self kindness & positive talk, increase your self
compassion and forgive yourself often: this is the way to increased self love.

Listen to the messages your heart sends you:
those special 'love taps' tell you where you need to direct your energy, attention
and love.

Learning to love yourself and turn your self loathing to self
love isn't as difficult as you may think.
Firstly, you need to become self aware which calls on you to
live in alignment where your energy matches your thoughts
and your words and actions are mirroring your authentic
self. When you are living in alignment, you will feel at ease
and at peace. When you are not in alignment you will feel
tension and uneasy.
You need to be super kind to yourself and treat yourself as
your own best friend.
You should show yourself the highest degree of love,
support and care.

Become aware of your inner dialogue and practice self
compassion. You will not be perfect all the time or reach
your full potential but that is ok. You are imperfectly perfect
and you deserve to show yourself kindness and give
yourself a break.

I forgive

Forgiveness is so important to increasing your self love.
You need to consistently let go of negative energy and release yourself from
myself for not meeting my
toxicity.

expectations; my best is always enough
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Are you heart led?
Have compassion for yourself and others and lead from a place of love, kindness
and desire to do good. Recognise when your actions aren't coming from a place of
love and notice feelings of resistance. If you cannot lead with your heart, question if
this is the right use of your energy.
Don't wallow in pity parties for too long.
Recognise when you are feeling or acting like the 'victim'. Instead of sitting in your pain body
and suffering, recognise how those emotions make you feel. Commit to shifting your mindset
by changing your thoughts, words and behaviour.
Commit to becoming 'consciously unbusy'.
Consider your language and how the words you use impact your thoughts and feelings.
Eliminate nasties including the use of 'busy'. 'in a rush' and 'not enough time'.
Everyone is busy and has commitments; eliminate the need to justify your worth by
being busy and engaging in a competition of busy and a completion of exhaustion.
Commit to 'un-multi-tasking'.
The human brain is not designed to do more than one thing at once. You cannot feel at peace and
calm nor can you lead with your heart consciously when you are trying to 'juggle' and putting
yourself under pressure. Everything worth doing is worth doing well and having your full attention.
There is enough time for everything and you have all the time you need for all the things you
choose to do and which are a priority for you. If something is important enough to you, you will
have time for it.
It is a wellbeing win to prioritise and order your commitments. It is ok to say 'no' and to allow
everything to be done in the fulness of time.
Go slow, feel more, commit to understanding who you are authentically and let that
guide you.

Learn to hear what your heart needs and say what you mean. Don't say yes if you mean
no.
Get comfortable saying no with love and only show up when you can show up as your
best self.
Commit to having an abundant mindset with an overflowing cup. When you lead from a
heart space and show up for yourself in your most genuine and loving manner, your
happiness and enjoyment of life will be increased.
Mind your own business. Get playful wtih your thoughts and notice where you direct
your attention. If something isn't your business, don't make it your business. There is
huge peace in not getting involved and not having an opinion.
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GROUNDING & BREATHING
What is grounding?
Connecting to the energy of Mother Earth is healthy for your heart and soul!
Our

planet

has

an

infinite

supply

of

electrons.

By

taking

off

your

shoes

and

grounding with rock, water, dirt, sand, grass or plain concrete for 30 minutes,
grounding allows you to draw natural electrons that flow freely between Mother
Earth and yourself. These electrons assist in healing by reducing free radicals.
Grounding reduces and prevents inflammation in the body and therefore reduces
illness, chronic pain and stress whilst regulating mood and sleep.

Separation pain causes emotional stress. By reducing inflammation in the body,
pain stops, you feel better, you have a better mood, improved sleep and your
wellbeing is improved. This is a natural and free self help option that will help you
to feel better with minimal effort. Emotional grounding is great for your health but
what is also great about grounding is that it allows you a spiritual connection to
Mother Earth which is calming and brings a sense of peace. Meditating and doing
deep breath work whilst grounding will allow you to find the answers to your
questions and the direction you seek.

Go and make an electrical connection to Earths energies to boost your wellbeing
and health. Hug a tree, lay on the grass, play in the sand or dirt, it is good for you.

Remember, if you are wanting to calm yourself down really quickly, take a couple
of really deep breaths and do this a number of times each day.
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Professional life:
Rebecca McGowan studied with the Beautiful You Coaching Academy and is a Certified Life Coach
specialising in transformation coaching with a focus on mindset and empowerment for 40
something women who want to use the pain of separation to create powerful, inspired action and a
life of happiness.
Whether it is separation from a spouse, family member, friendship group or loss of self, these
experiences can be used to transform you and your life. Often after a significant separation you can
be left with a loss of sense of self and purpose and this is where transformation coaching and
mentoring with Rebecca supports you to discover who you are are and what you value.
Rebecca has been working exclusively in family law since 2001 and leads her team as the
Accredited Family Law Specialist and Principal Lawyer of McGowan Family Law in Melbourne. She
offers Independent Children's Lawyer services to the most vulnerable children in the family law
system and has established Family Law Mediation Services to support separated people regain
ownership of their family law matter, having become an Accredited Mediator.
Personal life:
Rebecca is a life long learner, introverted empath, manifestor and has the unique gift of feeling and
reading energy. She is most happy and peaceful at a quite beach. She is an avid animal lover and
has many pets. Her greatest achievements are by far her two amazing children followed by healing
herself from childhood separation wounds and the pain of separation to find the most amazing life
partner and she loves every minute of her amazing and fulfilling life. Rebecca is a proud business
woman, wife, mother and enjoys time with family. She is privileged and honoured to have been able
to have a successful career serving others, knowing from a child that service to people struggling
with separation was what she was put on beautiful Mother Earth to do.

This is your call to action
Does coaching feel right for you?
I would love to see if we are a great energetic match and
whether coaching will further support you in your
transformation journey.
Get in touch with me for a complimentary, no obligation
conversation about whether coaching is right for you.

Social Media
McGowan Family Law

www.mcgowanfamilylaw.com.au
Follow me on Instagram and Facebook

The Separation Coach
www.theseparationcoach.com.au
Follow me on Instagram and Facebook

Family Law Mediation Service

Rebecca McGowan

www.familylawmediationservice.com.au
Follow me on Instagram
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